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A very warm welcome to this edition of KCC Life.  I hope that 
you enjoy catching up with some of the exciting and inspiring 
news shared within its pages.  

Increasingly a truly broad, engaging and varied education is 
proving harder for schools to provide; organising trips and visits, 
exciting experiences abroad, camping, walking as a group, 
taking part in team competitions and sporting events and so on.  
We all want to see our young people taken out of their comfort 
zones but as teachers and parents we are rightly nervous of 
the effect absences from lessons might have on grades and 
that outdoor hazards might raise levels of risk.  Here, as you can 
see from our activities and visits this term, we do our very best 
to provide students with challenge, variety and a really great 

range of wonderful experiences beyond their subject studies, because they’re worth it 
and because we value the contribution this makes to developing rounded, confident 
young adults.

This is what is needed to ensure society functions successfully.  It has unfortunately been 
a time of shocking international news, which has made me reflect on the importance of 
what we are trying to do as educators.  From the horrific events in New Zealand and the 
devastation brought by cyclone Idai in South Eastern Africa, to global warming protests 
and not to mention our very own Brexit crisis, our role is to ensure we teach our curriculum 
in a way that ensures all students are learning about global issues, so they are empowered 
to address the complex problems facing humanity.  Our job is to educate and support 
them so they don’t make the same mistakes as current and past generations. 

Thank you for the messages of support I received regarding the approach the College took 
to the recent climate protests by students.  Following on from this I have been approached 
by many students and staff wanting to do more in school to address environmental issues.  
Whilst we have done a lot of work on energy efficiency and recycling in recent years, 
there is of course more we can do, and we are currently working with key groups, like 
our own Marine Champions, to involve students more in finding ways to improve how the 
College approaches issues of environmental conservation and help our young people to 
respect and look after the beautiful environment that we are all responsible for. 

We are now heading into exam season and all that it brings.  We had a very successful 
Year 11 Revision Information evening for parents on the 12th of March: if you would like 
information about what was shared at this evening please make contact with our Head 
of Year 11, Miss Pring.  My personal top tips for parents of Year 11s right now would be to 
ensure that they are getting the right amount of sleep, proper food, reduced screen time 
and support in planning an organised approach to blocks of revision time.  It is never too 
early, nor too late to start revising, so keep motivating and supporting them to invest now 
for a successful set of results in the Summer.

Mr Duncan, Principal
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For the past 70 years, the Duke of Edinburgh’s award scheme has inspired and transformed 
the lives of millions of young people.  From volunteering to physical activities, life skills 
to expeditions, achieving a DofE Award is a passport to a brighter future, valued by 
employers and universities.

At the end of last year, KCC saw thirty students receive their Bronze Award in the final 
assembly; an amazing achievement for them and many have now moved on to 
participating in the Silver Award.  

Sign-up for this year took place in September and with sixty 
students signed up to the Bronze Award and thirty students 
taking part in the Silver Award, it is going to be a busy year.  All 
students have been working on their Physical, Volunteering and 
Skill sections to have these completed or nearly completed by 
their final expedition.  Bronze students will have been taking 
part in the college’s Expedition Training from October, with 
after college sessions and taking part in day walks.

The early part of 2019 is a busy time for all the students as they attend after school 
sessions to start to route plan for their expeditions.  After trials last season, which KCC 
took part in, there have been some changes to the expedition section for the Bronze 
Award.  KCC trialled to see if there was an increase to the pass rate if students were not 
required to complete a presentation.  The students still planned their expedition around 
an aim, but during the debrief by the assessor they were able to talk through their aim.  
All students found this positive and more worthwhile, and this has now been adopted by 
DofE.  Along with this change it is no longer a requirement to have a practice expedition 
for Bronze students and with the training our students already participate in, this year 
Bronze students will be having one expedition, which will take place in June, around the 
South Hams and camping at Higher Rew, Malborough. 

Silver students still need to complete a practice and a final walk: their practice will be in 
the South Hams area in June and their final walk will be on Dartmoor at the beginning 
of July.  

The next sign-up will be in September where Year 9s 
will be able to start the Bronze Award.  Year 10s can 
sign up to the Bronze or Silver Award.  There will be 
more information nearer the time and a guide to the 
deadlines for signing up.  

If you would like any more information, please email 
sarah.budgen@kingsbridgecollege.org.uk.  
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Successful A Level trip to London

On Thursday 24th January, I attended the trip run by KCC for Sixth Form students studying 
English Literature.  We travelled to London by train early on Thursday morning, enabling 
us to make the most of the opportunity presented by the trip.  

The purpose of this trip was to allow us to experience the many iconic sights of London 
which are referenced in books that we are studying such as Mrs Dalloway.  We were also 
able to watch performances of shows and plays which are closely related to the course 
that we are studying.  On Thursday evening, we ate in a restaurant, using the time to bond 
and for Year 12 and 13 students to get to know each other better, something that I think 
is crucial to enjoying and making the most of a trip.  Following this, we watched ‘Hades 
Town’ at the National Theatre which not only increased our mythological knowledge, 
but was also one of the main highlights of the trip.  The acting and use of staging were 
truly magnificent, making the performance exceptional. 

On Friday morning, we decided to take a walk along the Thames before taking a guided 
tour of The Globe.  This gave us the chance to take in popular sights such as the Tower of 
London and Tower Bridge, as well as visiting local markets for refreshments.  After having 
an informative tour of The Globe (which is beautiful), we attended a performance of 
‘Dr Faustus’ in the Sam Wanamaker theatre, situated beneath it.  This performance 
enabled us to visualise and revise the content of the play that we have been studying.  
Furthermore, the atmosphere in this candlelit theatre was incomparable and brought 
the tragedy of the play to life; therefore, the performance was not just educational, but 
truly entertaining and a joy to watch. 

My views are supported by others who attended the trip.  For example, Georgia, a Year 
13 student, said: “experiencing live productions of the plays enabled us to explore the 
authentic stagecraft and ambience of Shakespeare and Marlowe’s works – which is 
something you cannot experience in the classroom.”  This clearly reflects the success 
of the trip in allowing us to embrace and further consolidate the learning that we have 
completed in the classroom.  This is further supported by the views of the students from 
Year 12.  Belle said that “seeing productions we are specifically studying enabled us as 
individuals to see the true meaning and messages of the texts come to life on stage.”  
Additionally, Maddie from Year 12 also commented that the trip was “engaging” and 
offered experiences that, again, couldn’t be learned “in the classroom”. 

Overall, the trip was a big success, not only offering beneficial educational opportunities, 
but also allowing us to experience the culture and other activities available in London, 
such as visiting the Tate Modern and doing a little shopping.  

The trip was wonderful to attend and wouldn’t have been possible without the efforts of 
our teachers including Mr Davies, Ms Mant and Mrs Bromfield, for this, we would like to 
thank them.

Chloe Sutton, Year 13
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Four KCC Year 12 students had the amazing opportunity to visit Auschwitz in Poland this 
term. They looked at the impact of the Holocaust upon the local Jewish communities, 
they learnt more about the appalling horror and brutality that took place in Auschwitz 
Birkenau and even met a survivor of a concentration camp and heard first-hand her 
incredible testimony. Phoebe, Fred, Sophie and Liam were a credit to the College, asking 
thought-provoking questions and conducting themselves with the utmost respect for the 
millions of lives that were lost.             Mr Back, Teacher of RE 

It was an incredible experience; all of us took 
away individual lessons from different parts of 
our trip to Auschwitz - whether it be the sheer 
vastness of Birkenau or the salvaged belongings 
of the victims. It’s something we believe everyone 
should know about and take part in if ever the 
opportunity arises - not only to gain a personal 
understanding of the Holocaust, but also to 
ensure the horrific level of persecution and mass 
genocide never happens again. By visiting 
Auschwitz we have gained an unforgettable 
insight into the horrific potential of human kind for 
harm and what one person can do to another. 
The lesson from this is to protect our politics from 
hate and to tackle all forms of prejudice and 
discrimination wherever they arise. 

Liam, Fred, Phoebe and Sophie, Year 12
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KCC held its first Mental Health Week this term led by 
our newly appointed Mental Health Ambassadors.  
The ambassadors are a team of 13 Sixth Form students 
who are passionate about mental wellbeing and have 
undergone specialist training in supporting the mental 
wellbeing of young people. 

Throughout the week they held an art therapy drop in, 
mindfulness introduction, ‘time to talk’ tea and biscuits,  
Just Dance-a-thon, assemblies and also several sports 
tournaments to promote positive mental and physical 
health.  It was great to see real positive interaction and 
discussion surrounding mental wellbeing from students 
of all ages. 

A big thank you goes to the  Mental Health Ambassadors for their 
enthusiasm and commitment to making a positive change at KCC.
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Faraday Challenge

On Thursday 17th January, two teams of 6 students went to Plymouth University to take 
part in an engineering competition.  The competition was based around the James 
Webb Space Telescope which is sometimes called JWST or Webb.  The telescope will be 
a large infrared telescope with a 6.5-meter primary mirror, and it will be launched on an 
Ariane 5 rocket from French Guiana in 2021.

Webb will be the premier observatory of the next decade, serving thousands of 
astronomers worldwide. It will study every phase in the history of our Universe, ranging 
from the first luminous glows after the Big Bang, to the formation of solar systems capable 
of supporting life on planets like Earth, to the evolution of our own Solar System.

The basis of the day involved an introduction to the telescope, the brief 
was given and then the students had to work as part of a team to 
produce a solution. Students were given a currency of ‘faradays’ to 
buy materials and equipment to produce their product.

Both teams worked hard throughout the day and used their 
engineering and creative skills to produce unique ideas. The 
students were marked at various stages of the day and then a 
winner was announced at the end of the day.

Out of the 6 teams in attendance, one of the Kingsbridge College teams WON!!
The winning team was given a trophy, £10 amazon voucher and certificates.
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Royal Institution Physics Masterclasses

Now that the student-run masterclasses have finished, we – the Sixth Formers 
and the primary school students – would like to review what a brilliant 
experience these last six weeks have been.  The primary students have 
completed, and triumphed over, many difficult and detailed physics and 
maths topics and have enjoyed being challenged in ways they would not 
normally be at school. 

“I love this because it is very inspirational and I have learnt how to do very difficult maths 
that Sixth Formers have just learnt! Wow!!!” Aydil, Blackawton.

Over the six week period the primary pupils have learnt a range of physics topics from 
optics to rockets and even nuclear fission!  As well as this, it has been a fulfilling experience 
for the Sixth Form students who led most of these classes.  Moreover we are exceptionally 
thankful to the Royal Institution who facilitated these classes, having taught the first and 
final classes themselves. 

The first week had the students learning algebra, the sizes of planets, and how to calculate 
distances in space.  This Royal Institution-led masterclass was the introduction to the many 
exciting lessons to follow. 
“The planets and finding their mass was really fun and when I won the competition on how 
far the moon was away from earth.” Rachel, West Charleton.
 “I learnt how far away from the earth the moon is and the mass of the sun. I’ve had so 
much fun doing all the classes. All in all, I loved my experience.” Nia, Blackawton.

During the second week – and the first student masterclass put together by Maddie, Theo 
and Fab – the students made camera obscuras and telescopes, learning lots about light 
and optics in this session. 
“I’ve learnt new things about maths, the solar system, why camera obscuras make everything 
look upside down, how to calculate density, mass and volume - and how delicious KCC 
cookies are.” Jake, East Allington.
“I liked making the camera obscura and the telescope” Rowan, West Alvington.

Density was the topic of the third week, put together by Lulu and Abi; this was particularly 
enjoyed because the children watched a demonstration of bubbles floating on dry ice 
and were able to build a boat designed to float as well as possible.
“My favourite moment was when we added a lot of dry ice to hot water and the bucket 
exploded with steam.” Alex, East Allington.
“I really enjoyed all of the sweets we were given too! My favourite part, overall, was creating 
things, and constructing objects.” Eloise, Blackawton.

The fourth week, led by Beren and Fleur, centred on atoms and nuclear physics and 
involved very complex maths which the primary students completed brilliantly.
“Today we were nuclear physicists and did a lot of jazzy calculations.” Penny, West 
Charleton.
“I liked doing all of the maths that we did. I liked the whole experience of our science days. 
We did hard maths.” Ruby, West Alvington.
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In the fifth week – and the final student-led masterclass, put together by Peter, Josh and 
Emily – the children made their own rockets and had a competition to see whose travelled 
the greatest distance. The furthest flew the length of the basketball courts!
 
In the final week, led by Dr Jenny Sharp of Plymouth University, the students used ultrasonic 
detectors connected to a graphical calculator to construct different graphs of motion 
by walking the pattern.  They were able to challenge other groups to walk each others’ 
graphs.

Overall this has been an amazing experience for both the primary pupils and the Sixth 
Formers who prepared and taught their lessons.  So good, in fact, there are talks of a 
follow-up session in the future. 
 “I like everything, everything is fascinating! I learnt interesting things, but maybe you could 
make the day longer.” Maya, West Alvington.  
“All of the lessons were so fun and because of that I can’t pick a favourite. I definitely won’t 
forget this experience EVER!”  Eleanor, West Charleton

Beren Vowles & Fleur Grenen, Year 12
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A new project has started in science this year: the Marine Champions.  
This is run by the Devon Wildlife trust with the aim to increase knowledge 
and understanding of the marine environment, the challenges it 
faces, and for students to lead a project to make changes within 
their community.  

The group had an introduction talk from the Devon Wildlife Trust to 
find out about the project.  The Champions learnt about overfishing, 

plastic pollution, climate change and other environmental issues.  

To gather more knowledge, Gary Jolliff from Till Our Coasts Are Clear met with the group 
and talked about his work.  Gary collects rubbish from the coastal areas around the 
South Hams by boat that are not as accessible by foot or car.  The rubbish is then sorted 
and distributed to recycling units or the incinerator in Plymouth, to be used to generate 
electricity.

The second visitor was Dr Juliette Jackson, a KCC Governor who is a scientist in the local 
area, including projects for Plymouth University looking at biology, ecology, coastal 
defences and renewable energy.  Juliette spoke to the group about the local sea grass 
and its importance to the environment of the local area.  She also mentioned the impact 
that we have on the sea grass beds with pollution and the use of boats in the local area.  

Dr Pennie Lindeque has been the group’s most recent speaker, who talked about 
plastic and its impact on the environment, including micro-plastics.  Pennie works at 
the Plymouth Marine Laboratory as a senior scientist and is particularly interested in 
zooplankton.  Pennie has been involved in many projects around the world to try and 
get the message across about the impact of single use plastics, including the Blue Planet 
II programme.  The increase in plastic use and the amount that is found in our oceans is 
beyond belief in such a short amount of time.  Pennie collected some micro-plastic from 
a local beach, before her visit, and in a small space and in a short amount of time the 
amount she collected was shocking.
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The Marine Champions are now looking at their own projects.  The group overall are 
supporting the roll-out of the recycling scheme at KCC, helping to inform other students 
and the staff. This started with a lunchtime spent putting the new recycling bins together.  
In smaller sub groups students will be looking at how drinks at KCC are provided and how 
they can reduce waste and the impact on the environment, raising awareness of marine 
issues amongst students and fundraising to buy a mooring post for the estuary.  

The marine environment is a topical area at the moment and it is brilliant that a number 
of students want to work together to make a difference.  The students will be attending a 
beach conference at Wembury in March and then will be presenting their project at the 
National Marine Aquarium in June.  

Miss Walsh & Mrs Budgen

The KCC Marine Champions have linked up with the Eco group at All Saints Primary School 
Thurlestone who are also taking part in the same project.  The idea is for the groups to share 
their ideas, work on small projects together and generate an awareness of the issues we 
are facing in the local area.

Before Christmas the Marine Champions went to meet the primary students for the first time.  
With mince pies and squash they talked about each others’ projects and had a brain- 
storm session.  Early in the New Year, KCC went again to be a part of Thurlestone’s Eco Day 
and wrote articles, designed puzzles and drew a comic strip to go into an Eco Magazine.  
Lastly, Thurlestone came to KCC to take part in a science activity.  Dr Pemberton ran a fun 
and exciting session on squid, which included all students dissecting a squid and writing 
their name using squid ink and the pen from inside the squid.
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Marine Champions Visit Plymouth Power Plant

At the start of the year, KCC changed the way that our rubbish 
is thrown away.  With a change of contract to BIFFA, KCC are 
improving the amount that we recycle and reducing the amount 
of waste that we produce.  BIFFA organised for the Marine 
Champions to have a visit to the MVV power plant in Plymouth to 
find out what happens to the waste that is not recycled and now 
cannot go to land fill.

On arriving, the students watched a safety video and then were 
kitted out with a hard hat, protective glasses and a hi-viz jacket.  

The first part of the tour was at the bunk house, which is where all 
the dust carts and lorries bring in the waste.  This had five zones for 
the lorries to reverse into and then tip the waste, which dropped 
into a massive store.  Even with tons of waste being stored, there 
was no smell as the design of the bunker draws the air away from 
the bunk house to the furnace.  The group then watched as a 

massive grabber picked up rubbish and mixed it: this was able to grab 8 tonnes of waste in 
one go.  The group were also able to watch the grabber lift waste and move it on to the 
next section.

Next was the control room where the group was able to see the waste that had already 
been dropped by the lorries that day: it was enough waste to run the power plant for a day 
and the plant can burn 30,000 tonnes of waste an hour! In the room the group could watch 
the grabber move the waste from storage to the hopper to feed the furnace.  They then 
looked at the control system, which was run by two people with 18 screens.  They were 
shown the graphs and data for all the details to keep the power plant running, balancing 
emissions to prevent pollution and what to look for if there could be a problem.

After a trip in a large lift the group went to the furnace room and was able to look through 
small windows at the fire.  This was burning at 1000°C, was spread over 10 meters and 
burnt for 364 days a year.  The plant uses the heat in two ways: one to turn water into 
high-pressured steam, which then turns the turbine to generate 
electricity; and then two, it is sent through large pipes underground 
and is used to heat Devonport Dockyard.  The ash is not wasted 
and is used for aggregate to repair roads.

To end the visit the group looked at waste which had caused 
problems, including a gas bottle which had exploded.  Finally they 
took part in a quiz to see what they had remembered.

The trip was fascinating for all and from the rubbish they had seen 
(lots which could have been recycled), the Marine Champions 
knew that their project at KCC needed to have a positive impact 
and increase the amount of recycling the College does.
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Plymouth Fieldwork

Students braved freezing rain and a 
long trek from Millbay through Union 
Street to investigate whether it needed 
regeneration. 

This fieldtrip was in preparation for 
their GCSE Paper 3. They carried out 
some intensive and rigorous fieldwork 
techniques such as an Environmental 
Quality Score and Pedestrian Count at 
these 2 sites and then compared it with 
those of the regenerated area of Drake 
Circus (after having visited McDonalds 
first to maintain sugar levels and take 
part in the process of globalisation).

Mr Fitzpatrick,
Head of Geography

South West Geographical Association WorldWise Quiz

Kingsbridge Community College competed for the first time in the South West Geographical 
Association WorldWise Quiz.  The annual event was hosted by Torquay Boys Grammar School 
and a total of 5 schools with 14 different teams competed. Representing Kingsbridge were 
Milo Clover, Jamie Grant, Morgan Holt and Ted Taylor. 

The quiz was an opportunity for them to demonstrate their geographical knowledge 
through a series of different quiz rounds. The 6 rounds included OS map skills, anagrams, 
identifying landmarks from photos, and A-Z knowledge. The boys did exceptionally well in 
the Mixed Bag round where they had to answer as many questions as possible within a 1 
minute time limit.

I am pleased to say that Kingsbridge Community College came 8th out of the total 14 
teams, scoring an impressive 40 points with the winning team from Torquay Boys Grammar 
School taking the lead with 49 points. 

A great first time team effort – well done boys!

Mrs Collins, Teacher of Geography
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Maths Masterclass

I went to a Year 7 Maths Masterclass run by Dr Jenny Sharp at 
Plymouth University. I was with Ben, Matilda, Madeleine and Mr 
Capps. 

When we got to the University, Mr Capps went off to get a 
parking permit, but as he walked away with the keys in his 
pocket his car automatically locked.  As soon as one of us 
moved his car alarm went off.  When he returned we had gone 
through about five cycles of the alarm and he found us sitting 
as still as we possibly could hoping it would stop!

The theme of the session in the university was Topology – the study of how spaces are 
organized, objects are structured and spaces are connected.  We learnt about Flexagons 
(flat models, constructed by folding strips of paper, that can be flexed or folded in certain 
ways to reveal faces besides the two that were originally on the back and front); Polyhedrons 
(solid figures with many flat faces); and Polygons (two-dimensional shapes formed with 
straight lines).

The final session was on ‘Maths Magic Tricks’.  There were lots of activites, but my favourite 
was making a ‘Möbius strip’.  To do this we took a long strip of paper and twisted one end 
180 degrees.  We then stuck the two ends together with Sellotape.  If you cut all the way 
down the middle of the strip you get some amazing results. 

Tommy Pemberton Year 7
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Maths Challenges

Kingsbridge Community College has had some fantastic results recently from both the 
Individual and Team Maths Challenges hosted by the United Kingdom Mathematics 
Trust (UKMT).  

On Thursday 7th February around 100 Year 9 and 10 students took part in the individual 
challenge, which involved difficult mathematical and logic questions including things 
like:

‘Four of the following six-digit integers are always divisible by 7, regardless of the values 
of the digits P and Q. Which of the following are not necessarily a multiple of 7?
 A. ‘PQQ PQQ’
 B. ‘PQP QPQ’   
 C. ‘QPQ PQP’   
 D. ‘PPP PPP’   
 E. ‘PPP QQQ’’

A very difficult challenge indeed but we had some superb results.  A few to mention 
from Year 9 students include Troy Darke who scored a Silver Award and Best In Year, and 
Freya Murgatroyd, William Moon, Cai Nash Morgan, Caio James and Jude Reckitt who 
all achieved Bronze awards.  A few to mention from our Year 10 students include Joe 
Wood who scored the Best In School as well as a Gold Award, Kate Lindeque, William 
Rew, Ted Garry, Mason Carthey and Neva Fradd who were all awarded Silver Awards, 
and Jj Taylor, Evie Walker, Nathan Smout, Samuel Gray, Benjamin Stephens-Dugdall and 
Caitlin Walker who were all awarded a Bronze Award.  Your certificates will be arriving 
soon!

Troy Darke, William Moon, Ellie Mack and Milo Clover also took part in the UKMT Team 
Challenge which was hosted at Coombe Dean School on Thursday 7th March.  The 
questions here were even more challenging as they required our team to work together 
to compete in different rounds including a Cross Number (like a crossword but with 
numbers) where one pair gets the across clues and one pair gets the down clues, as well 
as a Shuttle Round and a Mathematical Relay.  The top 5 schools at the competition 
spent the whole day overtaking each other.  At the end of the day there were not many 
points between the top 5 and KCC never dropped out of this group so we can be very 
proud of a 5th place finish.  

Well done team!

Mr Worthy,
Year 7 Leader
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Ten boys were selected to play at this year’s Rosslyn Park tournament. This is the worlds’ 
biggest amateur rugby tournament and features some of the most renowned schools 
in the UK. The U14 competition is held over two days and in order to qualify you need to 
win all of your group games on day one. This was to be a tough ask as within our group 
we had a private school and a school linked to the Newport Gwent Dragons academy. 
The boys were outstanding throughout the day, both on and off the field and managed 
to qualify for the second day. After narrowly losing to Stowe School we were into the 
plate. The boys did outstandingly well on the second day, beating both schools in their 
group and qualifying for the quarter finals. Unfortunately, Reigate Grammar proved too 
strong for our boys but to get to the quarter finals of such a major competition is certainly 
something the boys are rightfully very proud of!

The first round of the girls’ school county rugby was held at Ivybridge rugby club which 
saw both U13 and U15 through to the final, this was held at Topsham rugby club on a 
perfect sunny day. Both girls teams won all their matches making them champions of 
the County School rugby competition. Both teams played their hearts out and played 
as a team pulling together to achieve the double victory.
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The Year 8 Indoor Athletics team took part in the County Finals 
on the 1st March.  After having a very tough qualifying process 
to reach the County Finals, the team knew it was going to be 

tough to come out on top of the 15 schools who had gained a 
place at the County Finals.  The team performed exceptionally 
and came away with Bronze medals for their efforts, which Mr 
Burman was very pleased with.  The winners were Brauton from 

North Devon, second place was St Peters from Exeter. 

At the beginning of March, Delphine Stilwell, 7CHO, 
competed at the British National Schools Championship

 and won Gold in her category. 

Congratulations to Maddison Lidstone who represented 
Devon U18s in Rugby!

On Valentine’s Day, 22 students and 3 staff set off on 
the KCC 2019 ski trip to Crans-Montana, Switzerland.  On 
the first morning everyone was fitted with boots and skis, 
or a snowboard, then off to the slopes.  The 22 students 
had a range of abilities from beginners to advanced 
and they were either skiing or snowboarding.  By the 
afternoon all were having lots of fun and even the 
beginner group was skiing a run through the trees to 
the bottom gondola.
On the trip students have lessons every day for six days.  
In the evenings there are a range of activities including 
a walk around a frozen lake by torch light, sports, film 
night and everyone’s favourite, the thermal baths. 

As the week progressed the students gained more confidence and started to cover more 
of the mountain, each group even had at least one run from the very top, starting at the 
glacier and this included a black run. The sun shone for the whole week and there was 
never a cloud to be seen.  The week was a great success with all students learning new 
skills, making new friends and learning to work in different teams.  If they fell down students 
picked themselves up and carried on with a big smile; it was a brilliant trip. 
Watch this space for details and information about the 2020 ski trip, which will be during 
February half term.
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Earlier this term, Year 9 GCSE Photography students took part in a one-day ‘drawing with 
light’ workshop.  The students worked with Jack from the Really Good Media Company 
and created some awesome images. 

Enthusiastically, Year 7 and 8 students have allowed their creativity to flow this term 
using the wonderfully creative medium of batik.  Tuesday afterschool Art Club has been 
a fun and expressive hour for the students to bring their energy and enthusiasm, to 
create a range of personalised pieces learning from this ancient Indonesian tradition.  
The students have had fun waxing and dyeing fabric to create a range of elaborate 
and colourful designs.  Ruby especially enjoyed using the wax to work ‘freestyle’ using 
a variety of pattern and shape.  Islay said, ‘It’s really fun and relaxing.  I’m always really 
excited to go to Art Club!’.  I’m really proud of how dedicated and hard the students 
have worked to produce such stunning pieces. Well done everyone!
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London Trip 2019
On Friday 15th February the Art department 
took A Level Art and Photography students 
to London for the day.  It was an absolutely 
fantastic trip, beautiful weather and a 
range of interesting exhibitions - including 
Don McCullin at the Tate Britain.

Imogen Orr described it as a ‘powerful 
and emotional exhibition, which has really 
inspired me to try and incorporate more 
honesty into my work’.  Pierce Bonnard 
at the Tate Modern was beautiful and 
moving. In and around the several galleries 
visited, the students spent the day drawing 
and taking photographs relevant to their 
individual projects and the sunset trip up 
the Thames was certainly another highlight. 
Looking forward to next year already! 

Ms Rea, Teacher of Arts
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This year’s Sixth Form Art and Photography Exhibition at Harbour House certainly “Made 
Waves”.   Thank you to all the members of our school and community who came to 

support us and enjoy the fantastic work produced by our talented students.
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Year 13 BTEC
Music Concert
On 19th March, the Year 13 
BTEC Music group gave a 
fantastic performance as part 
of their examined coursework.  
The event was held in DR1 
and a cream tea was served 
to audience members.  The 
evening featured a range of 
solo and group performance 
pieces and the standard 
of every performance was 
consistently very high.  There 
was a lovely atmosphere 
and the audience were very 
supportive of this exceptional 
group of performers. 

Miss Mitchell, Head of Music

The students involved were: Lucy Booker, Bryn Pratt, 
Meg Pratt, Dan Sinclair, Katie Stevens and Amy Taylor.

A taste of game
In January, our Year 9 and Year 10 students were given the opportunity to meet and work 

with a professional chef.  Simon Gray, 
who was part of the consultancy team 
who worked with OFQUAL to devise 
the new GCSE, came to the lesson to 
talk about and demonstrate the use of 
game, which is a sustainable healthy 
and ethical meat.  Simon also provided 
us with pheasants and chatted to the 
students about his own role, careers in 
food and the provenance of the food 
that we eat.

The students then impressed Simon with 
their butchery skills as they broke the birds 
down, minced them and combined the 
meat with other ingredients to make a 
meatball and ragu sauce.

              
Ms Chanter, Teacher
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This year, Kingsbridge Community College’s first full scale straight play was Dennis Kelly’s 
school edition of ‘DNA’.  As a text that is studied at GCSE Drama, this was a production 
designed to explore different technical aspects of the play - all of which are discussed 
in the final Component Three written exam.  For this reason, students of the College were 
confronted with wonderful, beneficial opportunities to be cast as an actor or to fulfil a 
role on the technical ‘behind the scenes’ team.  

Performed as a large-scale production across three nights, student involvement consisted 
of: set designers, stage management, lighting and sound technicians, videographers, 
editors, cast members, and assistant directors.  This production was truly a great success 
and we can only imagine and look forward to what productions there will be in the  
future. 

Anna Potgieter, Year 11
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Westcountry Wonderwomen’ Inspire Next Generation to
pursue their passions

 

On Thursday 7th March, leading ladies across the South West came 
together for an evening of inspiration, celebrating International Women’s 
Day for the third ‘Westcountry Wonderwomen Workshop’. 
This included:
 
• A celebration of the diverse range of female talent and expertise 

living, working and from the South West with a focus on ‘Balance for Better’ 
• Hosted on the eve of International Women’s Day 2019, the evening workshop 

event was a resounding success with over 95 female students between 13 – 18 
attending 

• 11 Westcountry Wonderwomen attended in total, with overwhelmingly positive 
feedback from students

•  Support provided by the amazing KCC catering staff including a wide selection 
of delicious sweet and savoury canapés

• Citizens Advice in attendance providing info on their volunteering programmes 
and apprentice schemes

• Photography generously provided by KCC Sixth Form student, Freya Bradley
• Generous donations for fruit baskets, water, produce and fudge from local 

suppliers and businesses

Many thanks for Mrs Joyce and Mrs White for organising this amazing event.
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Student feedback 

‘I enjoyed it – made me feel like I am actually worth something.’

 ‘Fantastic night – so wonderfully put together! Very inspirational and made a big change 
in my aspirations.’

‘Wonderful atmosphere – it was amazing seeing so many passionate and successful 
ladies.’

‘Very interesting – more time per table would be great but bloody amazing!’

‘Inspiring energy. Amazing how wide a variety of options were given and that we can 
celebrate women empowering women.’

‘Amazing! How to inspire these young girls/women to do whatever they want to. It was 
wonderful! Thank you so much!’

‘This evening inspired me to think again, and truly how many opportunities there are. 
Most intriguing were the women in Science.’

‘I had an amazing time and so was inspired by so many people – everything was amazing 
and it couldn’t be any better.’

‘I had an amazing time, the women were all unbelievably inspirational, I feel so 
empowered. It was absolutely amazing and I can’t wait for next year!’
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Volunteering in Nepal

Maisie Knights is 17 and lives in Ermington. She is studying Maths, 
Physics and Chemistry A Levels at Kingsbridge Community 
College and hopes to go on to do a Chemistry degree once she 
returns from her travels. 

She is fundraising to enable her to volunteer for up to 10 weeks 
with Raleigh International in Nepal from October 2019 during her 
Gap Year. 

Please see the full details from Maisie about her fundraising efforts 
below:

“Raleigh International is a charity that focuses on sustainable 
development and improving health, hygiene and gender equality in rural undeveloped 
communities.  The charity encourages leadership roles for young people, giving them the 
skills and experience needed for the workplace globally.  A large amount of time is also 
given to reforestation and awareness campaigns to conserve and protect biodiversity.  
I will be volunteering around the foothills of the Himalayas for 7 weeks as I believe this 
experience will enable me to take positive action where it will really have an impact.  
I plan to travel further than Nepal once my volunteering is complete, and hope this 
volunteering will help build my travelling confidence and allow me to make the most of 
the year I have before starting University.
 
In December, for my first fundraising event, I shaved my head at Pink Scissors Hairdressers 
in Ivybridge and I donated my long hair to the Little Princess Trust who provide real 
hair wigs for children who have lost their hair through cancer treatment.  I have grown 
my hair long all my life and those who know me understand what a big thing it is.  I 
have always loved styling and plaiting it, but I’m happy to think I can contribute to two 
charities through this fundraising event.  As well as various fundraising activities, I am also 
working to raise money when I am not studying for my A Levels.  I am currently working 
as a support worker for children with disabilities, and waitressing in a local café.
 
Thank you very much for your time in reading this and for making any donations you feel 
able to - it’s hugely appreciated.”

You can find Maise’s GoFundMe page on:
https://www.gofundme.com/5s3omw8?pc=ot_co_
dashboard_a&rcid=0ff63ba6a19c4f9aa2530cbf5d91df85 
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Hello – my name is Holly Johnstone! 

I grew up in Salcombe and went to Thurlestone Primary School before 
starting at KCC in 2000 (before most of you were born!).  I now live 
and work in London and here is my story…

After doing quite well in my GCSEs I chose Maths, Chemistry and 
French for A Level – subjects that I enjoyed, found challenging 
but they also left my university options open. I ended up with AAB 
grades and chose to study Economics and Politics at the University 
of Edinburgh (a fantastic city to study in!).  This was before the hike 
in tuition fees so I didn’t really consider any other routes but would 

definitely encourage you to consider all options. 

I didn’t do very well in my first couple of years at university (distracted by parties and sport!). 
I did an exchange year in Paris in my third year (courtesy of my French A Level), I then did 
an internship with HSBC between third and fourth year.  In my final year I pulled it together 
and graduated with a first. 

During my final year of university I applied for graduate schemes in London.  I had several 
interviews and many more rejections but eventually got offered a role on the M&G 
Investments graduate scheme.  I think playing sport, being personable, working part time 
from a young age and doing an internship all contributed to me securing the role.  M&G 
is a fund management company in the City that invests people’s savings and pensions in 
shares, bonds and real estate. 

I still work at M&G today and I am a Deputy Fund Manager on a property fund.  This means 
I make investment decisions about which properties to buy and sell and I speak to our 
investors.  It is an intense role, but I work with really smart people and I am still learning a lot 
even after seven years! 

I never took a “gap year” but I am about to go on a four month sabbatical to travel South 
America.  I will be back working at M&G in May 2019. 

I wish you the best of luck with whichever route you choose to take!
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